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from the war of the british succession by dr colin fitzgeorge frederick college press 1987 the war is one of the
greatest what if s of history oft quoted by the writers of speculative romances as they consider the knife edge
on which our world has walked since the beginning of time, repeated glaciations which covered the entire
land mass of modern scotland destroyed any traces of human habitation that may have existed before the
mesolithic period it is believed the first post glacial groups of hunter gatherers arrived in scotland around 12
800 years ago as the ice sheet retreated after the last glaciation at the time scotland was covered in forests
had more bog land, people lived in scotland for at least 8 500 years before britain s recorded history at times
during the last interglacial period 130 00070 000 bc europe had a climate warmer than today s and early
humans may have made their way to scotland with the possible discovery of pre ice age axes on orkney and
mainland scotland glaciers then scoured their way across most of britain and only